The brain effortlessly recombines information about the shape, colour, motion and so on of objects in the visual scene, but how it does so is not known. Synchronous neuronal firing has seemed an attractive solution to this problem, but new results and theoretical insights cast doubt on its functional role.
Over the past decade, a potential solution to the binding problem has emerged. Von der Malsburg [4] proposed that neurons responding to the same object could be grouped into assemblies by invoking a temporal dimension to the responses of cells. It was suggested that, if the activity of the population of neurons responding to a stimulus were to synchronize, then the cells could be bound together into a 'temporal assembly'. Temporal correlation of spikes would increase the saliency of cells' responses by increasing the chance of simultaneous excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) [5] and by allowing changes in synaptic efficiency to be evoked more easily [6] .
This conceptually elegant theory received a boost when synchronous activity was found in, and between, various areas of the visual system ( Fig. 1 ) in response to visual stimuli that would be expected to evoke feature binding (reviewed in [7] ). Reading some recent papers, one might assume that the binding problem had been solved and that neuronal synchrony is accepted as part of the neuroscience firmament. Although the theory remains plausible, and, doubtless, real phenomena are being observed, a number of fundamental questions must be tackled before the theory can accepted.
Physiological constraints
Synchronous neuronal activity is most easily observed in local field potentials -a measure of the activity of multiple cells near the electrode -in the anaesthetized cat. Synchrony is more difficult to detect in single unit recordings, though synchrony between cells can be established by cross-correlation analysis of the recordings from pairs of cells [7] . Earlier reports on binding tended to focus on neural oscillations (in the 30-100 Hz range) rather than synchrony [4, 8] , but the function of oscillations per se in temporal binding is probably negligible. It is the synchronization of activity between neurons which is potentially important.
Oscillatory activity appears to accompany synchrony in many cases -particularly in neighbouring cells that receive a common input -and may play a role in the establishment of synchrony [9] . If oscillatory activity is important for the establishment of synchrony, then oscillations which are not a response to a visual feature will seriously disrupt the system. Theoretical studies have suggested that neurons may be inherent oscillators which can entrain neighbouring cells into synchrony [10] . Such entrainment may account for many results, including those from experiments which show reduced synchronization in cats with induced strabismic amblyopia (squint) [11] . In strabismic cats, the level of connectivity between different ocular dominance columns is drastically depleted [12] , so it is hardly surprising that synchrony is reduced.
A further physiological question which must be fully answered before the temporal encoding theory can be accepted is that of whether cortical neurons are actually capable of coincidence detection. To preserve the temporal information in a synchronous assembly, the postsynaptic cells must respond on a millisecond timescale to EPSPs. It has been widely suggested that cortical neurons may in fact be 'integrate and fire' devices which summate or average EPSPs over a longer time scale of at least seven or so milliseconds (ms) [13] . 50 ms -which only allows for an average of two spikes for a neuron firing at 40 Hz -and that less than 50 ms is sufficient for object perception [15] . Under these conditions, for synchronization to provide a binding mechanism, it would have to occur very close to the stimulus onset. However, synchronization begins at a variable time after stimulus presentation and is not phase-locked to stimulus onset [7] . So it seems unlikely that synchronization would play a crucial role in binding during everyday perception of familiar objects, although it might have a role in recognition learning, which may have a longer time course [6] .
Recent studies have sought to bring the tools of psychophysics to bear upon the problem. The effect of gamma range (30-90 Hz) flicker was studied in human subjects [16, 17] . In both studies, two identical stimuli were shown simultaneously, the only difference being that one was flickered at various gamma range frequencies whereas the other was not flickered. No significant biasing of which stimulus was the most salient was observed. This is somewhat surprising as, in cats, stimulus flicker at 60 Hz evokes 60 Hz oscillation and synchrony in both the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and the striate cortex [18] . This should be a cautionary tale to all neurophysiologists, as it suggests that the flicker of conventional visual display unit (VDU) screens sometimes used for stimulus presentation may well cause artefacts in many studies. In the authors' own words, VDU flicker creates data which are "hopelessly contaminated" [18] . The use of high refresh-rate monitors is rightly becoming the gold-standard for stimulus presentation in neurophysiology.
Is coherence a coincidence?
Synchrony which can be attributed to chance is normally excluded from correlograms by appropriate methods of data analysis. It is, however, still useful to realise how much synchronous activity exists in the system naturally, given the raised firing rates of cells due to stimulation. If the interval in which at least two inputs of a coincidence integrator cell must spike to make the cell fire is ~1 ms [7] , then two independent inputs each firing at 100 Hz will certainly set off the integrator at some moment within 100 ms (given random spike trains, the chance of coincident firing of the two independent neurons within any 1 ms interval is 0.1 2 = 0.01, so the coincidence in 100 ms becomes ~1; similarly, the chance of coincident firing for two neurons discharging with an average rate of 40 Hz becomes 0.96 within 600 ms). With such a high likelihood of chance 'background' synchrony, it would be impossible for a single coincident pair of spikes to signal coherent features. A binding mechanism based on synchrony would therefore have to employ a more robust mechanism, for instance recurrent synchrony. This, however reduces the overall efficiency of binding to the same level as that of a rate code.
This could explain the failure to observe stimulus-locked onset of the synchronization [7] -it could be triggered by a random event. The high probability of coincident spiking at high firing rates lends more weight to experiments that show synchronized processing at low firing rates [19] . How does continuous synchronized firing come about? Could an initial coincidence help -via lateral or feedback connections -to establish recurrent synchronized spiking? Is there actually enough time for a mechanism based on multiple feedback loops to be the answer, considering the Dispatch 1093
Figure 1
The complex hierarchy of interconnected visual areas in the cat brain, showing areas in and between which synchrony has been found. Although this hierarchy is only one of at least 20 000 optimal arrangements that can be computed with an evolutionary network optimization as in [2] , based on data from [3] , it has a large overlap with many of these arrangements and captures many essential features of the system. Connections in the scheme represent unidirectional and bidirectional anatomical connections of different strengths. Connections are classified as feedback, feedforward or lateral. The links in red stand for the 15 oriented connections, the directions of which do not fit in any of the optimal visual hierarchies, but which are known to exist anatomically. Areas where synchrony has been found are highlighted in cyan; areas between which synchrony has been found are bordered in green [7] . Area key: PMLS, posteromedial lateral suprasylvian area; AMLS, anteromedial lateral suprasylvian area; VLS, ventrolateral suprasylvian area; AES, anterior ectosylvian sulcus; SVA, splenial visual area; PS, posterio suprasylvian area; PLLS, posterolateral suprasylvian area; DLS, dorsolateral suprasylvian area; LGN, lateral geniculate nucleus; 17, primary visual cortex; the other numbers refer to visual areas with those numbers (19 is visual area 19, and so on). 
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LGN Retina PS fast spread of excitation in the ventral and dorsal streams. In the ventral stream, for example, there is a latency of less than 100 ms in the passage of activity from the retina to the highest association area -the anterior inferior temporal cortex -in this stream [14] .
Alternative solutions
If temporal synchrony does indeed prove to be an artefact or only a partial solution to the binding problem, then what other possibilities remain? One suggestion comes from Anne Treisman and colleagues [20, 21] , who propose that spatial information from the dorsal stream, which extends from occipital to parietal cortex and is concerned with spatial locations within the visual field, may play a role. A neurological patient with bilateral lesions to occipital and parietal lobes has recently been described [21] who appears to have great difficulty in binding the features of objects together to form a coherent percept. This patient is simultanagnosic (unable to attend to multiple objects), miscombines the colours of two simultaneously presented coloured patches, makes frequent illusory-conjunctions between separate features and has great problems describing the location of objects in space. The authors suggest that a spatial-attentional mechanism, which may be responsible for some aspects of feature binding in normal subjects, is damaged in this patient [21] . It would be surprising if the brain did not make use of the spatial information freely available to it at least partially to solve the binding problem.
Perhaps the simplest solution, however, may lie in the basic anatomy of the brain. It is often assumed that the binding problem cannot be solved by the processing of information in a 'conical' fashion, in which the information converges at a high level in the hierarchy, because the information that must be bound is too great to be represented anatomically. However, the actual amount of information that the visual system extracts from the visual field is actually relatively low. This is because, in primates at least, only the central two degrees supports high visual acuity; the representation of the central visual field in striate cortex is up to six times that of the periphery [22] . The effects of selective attention further reduce information input to the system [23] . Anatomical studies suggest that there is a considerable reconvergence of information in frontal lobe, rostral superior temporal sulcus and the limbic system [24] . Coherent representations of objects could thus be brought about by a physical convergence of the information at higher levels of the system.
Other roles for synchrony
It has recently been shown that neural responses may synchronize without a rise in neuronal firing rate [19] . It has been suggested that auditory cortical neurons may encode the features of a stimulus, rather than group features together, by coordinating their action potentials without increasing their firing rate [19] . Coincident firing by primary cortical neurons will obviously increase the firing rate of their higher-level target cells. Thus, coordination of responses could encode stimulus features in primary sensory areas, while evoking an explicit representation of the object features at higher levels. A code which does not require a rise in firing rate is appealing, as it allows coding to occur under various conditions, such as with high stimulation and after habituation, thus adding another dimension to the coding achievable by neurons.
Evidently, if synchrony is the key to object representation then the situation is vastly more complicated than previously assumed. As appealing as this more subtle version of temporal binding is, it still falls foul of the staggering speed of perception [14] -the establishment of coincidence or synchrony is simply too slow to account for normal object perception. The most obvious alternative role for synchrony is none at all: synchrony may well be an artefact caused by common input to the cells which show synchronous activity [13] .
Synchrony of cortical neuronal responses may be the neural correlate of feature binding, but the evidence is still equivocal. There are other possible systems which may achieve feature binding and other possible roles for neuronal synchrony. A great deal more experimental evidence from psychologists, physiologists and anatomists is required before this theory can be accepted in its entirety.
